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1 June 2016
Greetings,
It is my pleasure to present to you the AMHE Strategic Plan 2017-2019, the product
of nearly nine months of intense labor made of your comments and suggestions over
the last five years.
We developed the Strategic Plan around six major themes that you identified as
essential to the survival and growth of our organization: infrastructure,
membership, revenue growth, professional advancement, external relationships,
and programs. Each of these themes has its specific objectives to realize in the next
three years, starting in January 2017.
The Strategic Plan would not have been possible without the initial impetus from Dr.
Laurent Pierre-Philippe, who motivated dozens of physicians to support the project
financially; without the tenacity of our Executive Director Michaël Débrosse-Bruno
and our Consultant Noah Jenkins Temaner; without the persistent work of the
Strategic Plan Working Group; and without the input from several past and current
members.
A Strategic Plan is only as good as the will is to implement it. In the coming weeks,
we will seek your support, encouragement, and active participation in the
implementation of the Plan. With your help we can turn this Strategic Plan into a
living document and a tool for success, with which to shape a better AMHE.
Thank you for being part of the journey!

Serge JC Pierre-Louis, MD, MPH
President, AMHE (2016-2018)
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I.

Introduction

A.

AMHE History, Mission, Purpose

AMHE Mission Statement
The Association des Médecins Haїtiens à l’Étranger (AMHE) is committed to serve the interests of its
members, and to address the medical needs and concerns of the Haitian community abroad and at
home. In recognition of this commitment, the AMHE will strive to provide the members with
professional information to benefit their practice, and to improve the health and welfare of their
communities, the Haitian community in particular.
AMHE History
The Association des Médecins Haїtiens à l’Étranger, also known as the Association of Haitian Physicians
Abroad (AMHE), was founded in August 1972 by a group of Haitian physicians determined to mark their
presence as a growing ethnic entity in America, to foster professional alliances, and to promote the
health and interest of the Haitian immigrant community at large.
The first general assembly, which took place in New York’s Harlem Hospital on November 12, 1972,
brought together 64 physicians with a common agenda. Their objectives, subsequently sanctioned in the
Articles of Incorporation and bylaws of the Association, were laid down as follows:


To promote medical science among health care professionals of Haitian origin or others
interested in Haitian health issues.



To defend the interests of physicians, dentists, and other allied health professionals abroad in
their respective communities.



To offer its members the opportunity to participate in social, educational, and cultural activities.



To strengthen bonds between Haitian physicians, dentists, and other allied health professionals
residing outside of Haiti and to assist them in the organization of their professional life.



To encourage its members to maintain contacts with the schools of medicine, the schools of
dentistry, other medical associations, and the entire medical community in Haiti and abroad for
the purpose of assisting them.

The essence of the Association has been
defined by its obligations toward its
members, the Haitian community, and the
homeland. Haitian physicians throughout
the North American continent received the
news of the creation of AMHE with great
enthusiasm, and soon several local chapters
were created.

Over the last 43 years, AMHE has established itself
as a voice for the Haitian community in the United
States and as one of the oldest and most stable
Haitian organizations in the country.

Over the last 43 years, AMHE has established itself as a voice for the Haitian community in the United
States and as one of the oldest and most stable Haitian organizations in the country. By focusing on
health and by remaining apolitical, AMHE became an example for other Haitian professionals. Today
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AMHE is a global, U.S.-based 501c3 organization with geographically dispersed stakeholders in the
United States, Caribbean, Canada, and Europe. AMHE comprises 11 chapters or offices, as follows.








New York Chapter founded in 1972
(active)
Baltimore/Washington Chapter
founded in 1973
Chicago Chapter founded in 1973
Saint Louis Chapter founded in 1973
(dormant)
Montreal, Canada Chapter founded in
1974 (active)
Philadelphia Chapter founded in 1974
New England/Upstate New York
founded in 1977









Miami Chapter founded in 1981 and in
2014 renamed The Florida Chapter;
merged with South Florida Chapter
founded in 1988 (active)
New Jersey Chapter founded in 1988
(active)
Louisiana Chapter founded in 2014
Paris, France Chapter (application in
progress)
Massachusetts Chapter (application in
process)
Delmas, Haiti (Office)

In addition, the AMHE has formal partnerships with multiple institutions with common interests. These
include:



Association Médicale Haitienne in Haiti
(AMH)
Haitian Resource and Development
Foundation






Haitian American Nurses Association
Haitian Medical Education
AMHE Foundation United States
AMHE Foundation Haiti

Today, AMHE has 120 to 125 paid members and a central office budget of approximately $75,000 per
year. Individual chapters are managed locally and have their own budgets. AMHE has survived the times.
However, with a clear purpose reflected in its mission statement, it needs greater clarity on how best to
execute this mission. Its wandering chapters, its declining
membership and attendance at the annual convention, its inability
to attract the next generation, and its chronically anemic finances
AMHE has survived the times.
are symptoms of a profound malaise. AMHE is viewed mainly as a
social club or, at best, as an undeclared alumni association. A
detailed strategic plan spent the last ten years on dusty shelves, so that the Haiti earthquake of 2010
caught the organization off guard and shook its weak foundations. AMHE watched powerlessly as
international organizations took the lead in the immediate aftermath and during the reconstruction
phase of Haiti, and as newer Haitian organizations came to life in an invigorated diaspora showing
interest in health among other aspects of Haitian life. AMHE is in need of radical changes in its vision and
in the way it operates.

B.

Strategic Working Group and Strategic Plan Process

The earthquake that hit Haiti in 2010 spurred renewed conversations within AMHE regarding mission,
purpose, and effectiveness. This earthquake took a tremendous toll on Haiti, with hundreds of
thousands of lives lost and vast numbers of people injured.1 The feeling within AMHE was that, as an
organization of medical professionals, it should have been ready to help as an organization. In keeping
with its mission to “provide our professional members a conduit to address the medical needs and
1

http://www.cnn.com/2013/12/12/world/haiti-earthquake-fast-facts/, accessed May 29, 2016.
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concerns of the Haitian community at home and abroad,” AMHE members began sharing ideas and
plans through emails, phone calls, and the annual conference.
AMHE’s New York chapter then began a more formal process of engagement in March 2011 by inviting
participation of its stakeholders in the "renewal" of AMHE. It gathered its members in a retreat to
collectively brainstorm ideas and strategies for the AMHE of the future. The retreat yielded a plethora of
useful ideas and stirred renewed interest from key stakeholders of the Association. Conversations
continued through correspondence in the form of voluntary opinions and analysis of the state and
direction of AMHE.
As part of this renewal process, in 2013 the AMHE took the extraordinary step to appoint the first
executive director in the history of the AMHE. Consequently, in April 2014, the executive director
presented an assessment of the organization in a “State of the AMHE” report in which she highlighted
key areas for AMHE development. Also in 2014, the AMHE executive director developed a set of goals
and objectives to guide the AMHE’s operations for 2014-2015. These goals and objectives serve as a
baseline for the new AMHE strategic plan.
In April 2015, the board of trustees of AMHE spearheaded a mini-congress in New York to boost the
conversation about "A Renewed AMHE." This took place in Melville, New York and brought together
board members, active and former executive officers, chapter executives and members, the executive
director, and special guests of the Association. It was attended by 28 key stakeholders and was
organized by AMHE members Ducarmel Augustin, M.D., and J.M. Frantz Hyacinthe, M.D., and facilitated

Sent to AMHE members across geographies, 70
respondents answered 10 questions providing their
ideas and opinions on the current status and the
desired future of AMHE.
by M. Michaël Débrosse-Bruno, AMHE executive director. The two-day session included seven
workshops, a focus group that completed a SWOT analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and
Threats), and discussions that allowed the AMHE to collect feedback from participants to form the bulk
of the data that has been used for the development of this strategic plan.
To prepare for the mini-congress, the AMHE conducted an online opinion survey. Sent to AMHE
members across geographies, 70 respondents answered 10 questions providing their ideas and opinions
on the current status and the desired future of the AMHE. Data collected from the respondents, many of
whom could not attend the mini-congress, highlighted strategic concerns and interests of the AMHE
constituency. The input from the mini-congress participants, coupled with the data from the opinion
survey, provided feedback from the membership that has helped to further shape this strategic plan.
The president of the central executive committee (CEC), Dr. JC Serge Pierre-Louis, nominated a group of
individual members to serve in the AMHE strategic working group. These members are:





Dr. JC Serge Pierre-Louis, President, Central Executive Committee
Dr. Ducarmel Augustin, Chairman, Board of Trustees
Dr. JM Frantz Hyacinthe, Vice-Chairman, Board of Trustees
Dr. Jean Bernard Poulard, AMHE Member at Large
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Dr. Paul Nacier, President-Elect, AMHE
Dr. Henriot St. Gerard, Bylaws Advisor, AMHE Member at Large

Other contributors to the strategic plan include:



Ms. Michaël Débrosse-Bruno, Executive Director, Strategic Plan Project Manager,
Leader/facilitator
Ms. Noah Temaner Jenkins, Strategic Planning Consultant

All the above information has been reviewed, analyzed, and incorporated as appropriate by the
professional strategic planning consultant in collaboration with the strategic working group. Over the
course of several months in late 2015 and early 2016, the CEC president, AMHE executive director, and
the strategic planning consultant developed strategic plan drafts based on the information described
above, along with the results of several additional planning calls with the strategic working group to
develop this final plan for approval by the CEC in June 2016 and presentation at the convention in July
2016.
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II.

State of the Organization

A.

Environmental Scan

Dr. Henriot St-Gérard, M.D., AMHE member at large, completed an environmental scan and presented
the findings and his reflections to the annual convention in July 2015. This was a thorough but not allinclusive exploration of organizations similar to AMHE in mission and/or membership, with a focus on
other ethnically defined medical associations. Data was gathered through document review, review of
websites, and individual interviews. The environmental scan explored two general medical associations,
American Medical Association (AMA) and American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA), along with a
large number of ethnically defined medical associations.2
Overall, this research into similar membership organizations reveals a vast number of ethnically
affiliated associations founded to provide various types of support for their members, along with a trend
of decreasing membership and struggle to remain relevant as the environment evolves over time. This
decline is common to both the general medical associations and those that are ethnically defined.
Membership in General Medical Associations
An examination of the AMA and ASA shows that both of these associations face challenges with their
membership. While 75% of anesthesiologists are members of ASA, the membership base struggles with
“apathy, disillusionment, high costs of membership, disagreement with issues, varying political views,
perception, and leadership.”

An examination of the AMA and ASA shows that
both of these associations face challenges with their
membership.

The AMA has experienced significant decline in membership, with 75% of physicians maintaining
membership in the 1950s and only 15-20% by 2010. Declining membership in AMA is attributed to
“support for the Affordable Care Act, high costs of membership, new physician status, and competition
from specialty and state societies.”
Overview of Ethnically Defined Medical Associations
A review of ethnically defined medical associations shows there is a large number of them and that they
vary in their missions. Some focus on raising awareness and promoting health care in their respective
countries, while others seek to connect physicians of similar cultural origins in the United States. Some
also strive to advance medicine in the United States. Organizations explored in this environmental scan
are listed in the table below, along with basic information about each for comparative purposes.
2

Sources: Johnstone, Robert E. “ASA Membership: Some Say No,” Anesthesiology News. April 2015. 41:4; Smith, Ernie,
“Medical Association: What’s behind its membership surge,” Now Associations. February 2015; Pho, Kevin, M.D. “Why AMA is
in decline, and should doctors care?” medpagetoday’s KevinMD.com. June 2011. http://www.kevinmd.com/blog/2011/06/amadecline-doctors-care.html; websites of AMHE, AMA, ASA, and the ethically defined medical associations listed in Table A.
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Table A: Ethnically Defined Medical Associations
Organization
The Association of Haitian Physicians Abroad (AMHE)
American Association of Physicians of Indian Origin
Association of Chinese American Physicians
Association of Nigerian Physicians in America
Association of Pakistani Descent of North America
Association of Philippine Physicians in America
Bangladesh Medical Association of North America
Caribbean American Medical & Scientific Association
Dominican Medical Association
Ethiopian North American Health Professionals
Association
Ghana Physicians and Surgeons Foundation of North
America
Hungarian Medical Association of America
Japanese Medical Society of America
Korean American Medical Association
National Arab American Medical Association
Romanian Medical Association of America
Russian American Medical Association
Spanish American Medical Dental Society of NY
Thai Physicians Association of America
Ukrainian Medical Association of North America
Vietnamese American Medical Association

Year
Founded

Membership
Fees

1972
1982
1995
1995
1976
1972
1981
2002
1997

$25/$150/$300
$100/$500
$200
$50/$300
$125/$1,875
$50/$600
$75/$750
$50/$500
$100

1999

$200/$900

2002

$250/$350/$500

1968
1973
1974
1975
2009
2002
1927
1978
1950
1987

$30
$100
unavailable
$200
$150
$150
$175
$50/$500
$175
$100/$1,000

Convention
2015 /
CMEs3
Y/N
Y/Y
Y/Y
Y/Y
Y/Y
Y/Y
Y/N
NA
Y/N
NA
Y/Y
Y/Y
NA
Y/Y
Y/Y
NA
NA
Y/Y
Y/Y
Y/Y
Y/N

Several of these associations also offer scholarship funds, have financial sponsors for these scholarship
funds and/or annual conventions, and offer medical missions within their parent countries.
These are in comparison to the AMHE, founded in 1972. Students and residents are charged a
membership fee of $25 per year, retirees $150 per year, and active physicians $300 per year. The
annual membership fee serves to cover the operating costs of the organization and sponsorship of relief
missions and other charitable activities. Members and non-members alike are invited to participate at
the annual flagship convention for an additional convention registration fee. Members who pay their
annual dues pay a lower fee for the convention than nonmembers.

3

Did the association hold a convention in 2015 and did it offer Continuing Medical Education (CME) credits
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Lessons Learned for AMHE
AMHE is not alone in its search for relevancy in modern times. It shares this challenge with many fellow
associations’ decreasing membership and the need to reinvent themselves. The vast number of
ethnically affiliated associations and their varying missions, along with their committed leadership
indicate that there is interest in associations such as AMHE – we simply need to redefine our focus and
purpose to meet current needs.

The vast number of ethnically affiliated associations and their varying
missions, along with their committed leadership indicate that there is interest
in associations such as AMHE – we simply need to redefine our focus and
purpose to meet current needs.

Important take-aways from the environmental scan completed by Henriot St-Gérard, M.D. are
summarized here:


Younger generations can become engaged and strengthen the health and vitality of the
Association; several other associations are pursuing this approach



The wide variety of structures, missions, and offerings of other associations are worth a closer
examination to explore the feasibility of scholarships, sponsors, medical missions, and models
for AMHE



This environmental scan provides a long list of potential collaborators and project partners to
explore
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B.

Current AMHE Organizational Structure and Administration

The AMHE is composed of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The membership
The Central Executive Committee
A Board of Trustees
The Regional Chapters
The General Assembly
The AMHE Foundation
The AMHE Foundation in Haiti (2016)

Membership of the AMHE includes four categories of members:
1) Active member. Any physician (M.D. or D.O.) or dentist of Haitian origin and holder of a practical
medical license from an accredited university, currently practicing or retired.
2) Associate member. Any graduate physician (M.D. or D.O.) or dentist of Haitian origin and not
holder of a practical medical license; other physician and licensed health care professional
(chiropractor, podiatrist, nurse practitioner, physician assistant, pharmacist) regardless of origin.
3) Affiliate member. Any person working in the health care field, regardless of origin, medical and
dental students included, desiring to promote the objectives of the AMHE.
4) Honorary member. Conferred by the board of trustees upon an individual who has contributed
to the advancement of medical science, to the welfare of the Haitian community, or to the
advancement of the Association in an extraordinary manner.
The central executive committee (CEC) is charged with the general functioning of the Association and
executes decisions approved by the board of trustees and the general assembly. The CEC is composed of
seven members who are elected and must also be a member of the board of trustees:





President
President-Elect
Vice-President
General Secretary





Assistant Secretary
Treasurer
Assistant Treasurer

The board of trustees consists of the members at large and all six voting members of the CEC. The past
chair as well as the president-elect sit on the board of trustees as non-voting members. Honorary
members may be nominated to the board of trustees with no voting rights. Including the CEC officers,
there must be at least 15 voting members of the board of trustees.
AMHE has several standing committees and its board of trustees may form additional committees as
needed. Standing committees are:
 Bylaws Committee
 Finance Committee
 Governance and Ethics Committee
 Recruiting Committee
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Information and Public Relations
Committee
Medical Education, Professional and
Scientific Affairs Committee




Relations with Haiti Committee
Convention Committee

Regional chapters are the basic entities of the Association. These consist of a minimum of ten members
joined together within a geographic unit (nation, state, province, city, etc.) and led by officials chosen by
an electoral process. A regional chapter is considered active when it holds at least 50 percent of its
required four annual meetings. Regional chapters contribute a portion of their membership dues to
AMHE and report periodically to the CEC and general assembly.
The central executive office is made up of the CEC and supported by the executive director who
manages the day-to-day operation of the office with an administrative assistant at the AMHE
headquarters located in Brooklyn, New York. The executive office leads the charge to manage the
membership, the local chapters, and finances including membership dues, fundraising, and
grants/donations management. The organizational chart below represents the current structure of the
AMHE. The central executive committee is the primary agent charged with carrying out the mission of
the AMHE, managing day-to-day operations along with the executive director and any administrative
support available. At this time, the strategic working group is recommending a revised structure, shown
in Appendix A.
ORGANIZATIONAL CHART
ASSOCIATION DES MÉDECINS HAITIENS Á L'ÉTRANGER
Board of Trustees

AMHE Foundation
United States

AMHE President

Central Executive Committee

New York Chapter - 1972
Executive Director
Washington/Baltimore
Chapter - 1973
Chicago Chapter - 1973

Staff

St. Louis Chapter - 1973

Montreal Chapter - 1974

New Jersey Chapter - 1988

Florida Chapter - 1989

Louisiana Chapter - 2014

Membership
1) Active member (pays dues)
2) Associate member (pays dues)
3) Affiliate member (does not pay dues)
4) Honorary member (does not pay dues)

AMHE Foundation
Haiti

AMHE Programs and Projects
1) Haiti Medical Relief Missions
2) Cafeteria des Etudiants
3) Resident/Student Mentorship
4) GRAHN/AMHE Pilot Clinic
5) HRDF Maternal and Infant
Care in Aquin
6) AMHE/Abellard Clinic in
Leogane
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C.

The AMHE Programs

The AMHE has several programs in implementation:


The Haiti Medical Relief Missions include resident clinical rotations in Haiti and the United
States, along with residents in training at Hospital Justinien in Cap-Haitien and Hospital General
in Port-au-Prince who train for three months in New York and return to Haiti.



The Medical Education Annual Trip to Haiti includes the urology conference in Port-Au-Prince
with the American Urological Association and multi-disciplinary team visits to hospital Justinien
in Cap-Haitien.



The Cafeteria des Etudiants/Student Cafeteria in Haiti provides daily warm meals to medical
students at Hospital General in Port-au-Prince and State University Medical School.



The Resident/Student Mentorship Program in the United States places and connects Haitian
medical students for clinical rotations with established physicians in the United States
communities where they live/study. The program offers mentors for these students and
residents, offers them networking opportunities, and provides other types of assistance.

The AMHE also has several programs that are ongoing, yet still evolving:


Group de Reflextion and d’Action pour une Haiti Nouvelle (GRAHN)/AMHE Milot Clinic in Milot,
Haiti manages a medical clinic with emphasis on primary care, infectious diseases/HIV,
ophthalmology, and cervical cancer.



The Haitian Resource and Development Foundation Maternal and Infant Care Project in Aquin,
Haiti strives to reduce maternal and infant mortality and morbidity.



The AMHE/Abellard Health Clinic in Leogane, Haiti responds to the community needs of the
Leogane population by building a health clinic in Darbone, Leogane. The clinic will provide
general care and specialize in sickle cell screening and management.

Finally, the AMHE is considering adding new programs. Several that are already under consideration are:


Chicago Haiti Health Consortium (CHHC) (US, Haiti) to provide education and training on
management of trauma, along with education and training for emergency/disaster
preparedness.



AMHE Telemedicine and Distant Medical Education in Haiti.



Student Scholarship Fund in the United States.



Haitian American Medical Political Action Committee in the United States.
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D.

State of the Association Survey Results

In April 2015 AMHE conducted an online opinion survey to gather feedback on the Association from
both active and non-active members. Sent to AMHE members and non-member participants in
conventions across geographies, 70 respondents answered 10 questions providing their ideas and
opinions on the status and future of AMHE. This section reflects the opinions of those respondents only.
The data collected from the respondents highlights strategic concerns and interests of the AMHE
constituency.
Two questions regarding the basic structure and purpose of AMHE suggest the need for change. When
presented with the statement, “The name Association of Haitian Physicians Abroad (AMHE) no longer
reflects the needs of the
membership community it is
AMHE Name Should Be Changed
intended to serve. The
Strongly
existing name is too
Disagree
Strongly Agree
restrictive and does not invite
19%
37%
participation of all health
professionals,” the majority
Disagree
of 68 respondents agreed or
15%
strongly agreed (62%). Only
19% strongly disagreed.
When presented with the
Neither Agree
statement, “The current
Nor Disagree
Agree
mission, vision, goals, and
4%
25%
objectives of the Association
do not reflect today’s environment,” a small majority of 68 respondents agreed or strongly agreed (56%)
and 33% strongly disagreed with this statement. While most respondents would like to see some
organizational changes, this topic merits further discussion, as only a small majority of respondents
agreed or strongly agreed with this statement.

Mission, Vision, Goals, and Objectives do not Reflect
Today’s Environment
Strongly Disagree
12%

Strongly Agree
29%

Disagree
21%

Neither Agree Nor
Disagree
12%

Agree
26%
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The survey asked several questions related to the Association membership, with responses
demonstrating agreement that AMHE should increase its number of members and the level of
engagement of members with the Association. These questions also reveal agreement on the need for
changes to the membership structure.
When presented with the
statement, “The Association needs
to seek to understand the reasons
why the membership is constantly
declining. Many of its members
have desisted from participating in
its activities and withdrawn from
the members. AMHE must seek to
remedy the lack of participation in
the Association,” 100% of 66
respondents agreed or strongly
agreed.

Association Participation Must Improve

Agree
46%

Strongly Agree
54%

Two prevalent themes regarding methods for increasing Association membership are recruiting younger
physicians, and recruiting members from other health professions in addition to physicians. When
presented with the statement, “The Association needs to seek ways to recruit younger generation of
physicians and other health professionals to join its membership and participate more actively in the
activities,” 93% of 64
respondents agreed or
Association Needs to Recruit Members
strongly agreed.
Several respondents added
comments related to this
question. These include:
“Encouraging members to get
together (picnics, BBQ's, nonformal parties) will probably
give some members a sense of
‘belonging’ and therefore make
them feel wanted and increase
their participation.”

Disagree
1%

Neither Agree
Nor Disagree
3%
Agree
27%

Strongly
Disagree
3%

Strongly Agree
66%

“In order to succeed, the
Association has to embrace and give way to the younger ones.”
“There is a clique-ish atmosphere as if you don't belong. Not very welcoming to the new members/visitors”
“The current membership is aging. New leaders with their own agenda need to take over. The old leaders can serve
as mentors and coaches but the future direction needs to be set by the new blood. So the leadership will have to
consider a new role for themselves. The way of doing business needs to change.”
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“Having a better presence online and in every states. Support healthcare in Haiti by participating in decisions taken
by others. Start with a scientific journal and online newsletters. Attract the new generations of Haitian healthcare
worker.”

Further, many respondents specifically would like to see targeted outreach to non-physician medical
professionals. When presented with the statement, “The Association should develop an outreach
program to more aggressively recruit other health professionals such as dentists, nurses, chiropractors,
podiatrist, etc.,” 75% of 64 respondents agreed or strongly agreed.

The Association Should Recruit from Other Health
Professions
Strongly Disagree
12%
Disagree
8%

Strongly Agree
41%

Neither Agree Nor
Disagree
5%

Agree
34%

Respondents generally think AMHE member benefits need some improvements. When presented with
the statement, “The Association membership benefits are attractive and offer a variety of useful services
to professionals in the
medical community,”
The Association has Attractive Member Benefits
41% of 63 respondents
Strongly Agree
disagreed or strongly
7%
disagreed.
Respondents offered a
Strongly Disagree
Agree
16%
12%
wide variety of
commentary and
suggestions on the
Disagree
membership benefits,
25%
Neither Agree Nor
including:
“Apart from CME
activities, AMHE does
not offer other services
to the members.”

Disagree
40%

“What kind of useful services? Try to make and keep contact with the Haitians here and at home (Haiti). Make the
Association more visible and trustful to them. Let them know that you are ready to pay attention to their
grievances, although you may not have the solutions.”
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“No incentives at all.”
“Help all Haitian health care professionals to find work by keeping a listing of openings on all specialties… At least 3
medical mission a year on different specialties… and outreach in areas without care.”
“Help physicians understand the changes taking place in health care and support their practices as to make them
compliant to quality and safety standards… Negotiate with malpractice insurance companies to obtain premium
deductions for the Association members… Negotiate with a minority owned bank an AMHE credit card that will not
only give discounts on office equipment and products but also on the Annual Congress entertainment events…
Make the recruitment of young physicians who have proven leadership quality to the chapter ECs, the Central
Committee and the Board of the AMHE a requirement and let them lead the changes.”
“The Association will have to work diligently to find benefits that interest its members. Most of us get some benefits
from other professional association membership, so we do not need to duplicate. Sports and cultural events are
areas that could be considered.”

The final point of interest from the survey is in regards to AMHE’s current relationship with Haiti. When
presented with the statement, “The current relationship between AMHE and Haiti is satisfactory as it
stands,” few agreed or strongly agreed (18%). Some respondents offered additional comments on the
topic.

Association Relationship with Haiti is Satisfactory
Strongly Disagree
13%

Strongly Agree
2%
Agree
16%

Disagree
33%
Neither Agree Nor
Disagree
36%

“It is important to better identify the goals of this organization as being integrated with the welfare of the mother
country, Haiti. There should be firm goals in achieving these goals and some interaction with the planners of the
Health Care System of Haiti.”
“I believe that the AMHE is held in high esteem in Haiti, but we could do better.”
“What some of our members can offer to Haiti is help in coordination of services. This would help alleviate
redundancy and would help with prioritizing.”
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“When the Association is on stronger foundation, it should be definitely more involved in Haiti. Currently some of
the contacts are sporadic, relying on individual extreme expense of self and personal resources, some on official
embossed paper with no concrete action plan attached. This needs to change to more communication and
integration of activities mutually agreed upon and beneficial to all.”
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E.

SWOT Analysis

External Origin

Internal Origin

In April 2015, 28 members participated in a mini-congress held in Melville, New York. The SWOT analysis
session was facilitated by Dr. JC Serge Pierre-Louis, M.D., and aided by AMHE Executive Director Mrs. M.
Michaël Débrosse-Bruno. The SWOT analysis is a structured method of evaluating the strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats of an organization. The results of this analysis reveal
commitment and potential on the strengths and opportunities side, with quite a few internal and
external impediments that the Association must address to realize its potential.
Helpful to Achieving Objective
Strengths
Family
Being Haitians
Long Duration/Existence
Loyalty of Members
Qualified Members
Large Number of Haitians

Opportunities
Big Project in Haiti
Get Funds
Attract Young Generation
Build Alliances

Harmful to Achieving Objective
Weaknesses
Declining Organization
Lack of Cohesiveness
Declining Transparency
Declining Leadership
Poor Communication
Not a U.S. Model
Diminished Self-Respect
Poor Accountability
Weak Technology Infrastructure
AMHE Itself
Threats
Lack of Funding
Generation Gap
Lack of Respect

Strengths: The SWOT analysis revealed that members believe the Association has a number of strengths
it can draw from. These include ties among family and friends of the Haitian communities dispersed
throughout the United States. AMHE has existed for 43 years and has been identified as the longest
running association of its kind in the United States and in Haiti. Although membership is small, members
are viewed as loyal and committed to the Association and many of the Haitian physician members have
successful careers. Additionally, there is a large number of Haitians in the United States that could lend
support to the Association.
Weaknesses: The SWOT analysis also revealed multiple weaknesses that should be taken into
consideration during strategic planning. Critical weaknesses include a steep decline in overall
cohesiveness, communications, accountability, transparency, and effectiveness of the Association. These
weakness are underpinned by a weak operating model and poor technology adoption, which ultimately
coalesce into a lack of respect for the Association, making it less attractive to new members. Further,
within the AMHE, resistance to change is viewed a threat.
Opportunities: The SWOT analysis also points to opportunities that the Association should pursue. With
the right strategy, AMHE could be well positioned to develop projects that would put significant health
assistance on the ground in Haiti. These projects could serve to raise the reputation of AMHE as an
Association that has an impact on the local communities within Haiti, and bring funds to the Association
to not only deliver services but also to build AMHE’s capacity. A few key projects would also likely attract
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the participation and contributions of a younger generation of physicians and open the door to build
new alliances and partnerships. The general landscape for nonprofits as a whole and for associations
indicate that there are many opportunities for AMHE.
Threats: The SWOT analysis has also identified potential threats to the Association. With more than 1.5
million registered nonprofits in the United States and 10 million worldwide, competition for funds is
fierce. Younger generations of Haitian physicians are less interested in AMHE, thus the Association
membership and participation is dwindling. Finally, lack of a positive public image threatens the
Association’s ability to draw in members and build partnerships.
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III.

Three-Year Strategic Plan

Results of the organizational analysis, environmental scan, survey data, SWOT analysis, and other ideas
shared by the AMHE members point to the need for this new three-year strategic plan for the
Association. Based on data collected, the strategic working group has identified six areas of focus, which
define the three-year goals of this plan. These goals are:
1) Put in place the organizational and administrative infrastructure needed to sustain the
Association for the long term.
2) Grow the AMHE membership to include more individual members and representatives of more
medical sectors.
3) Establish policies and practices that enable AMHE to generate year-over-year revenue growth
sufficient for sustaining and expanding the organization.
4) Promote professional advancement and scientific knowledge of health professionals of Haitian
origin, while developing strong bonds and a sense of comradery.
5) Expand external relationships with Haiti and other institutions.
6) Define and implement key programs aligned with the AMHE vision and mission.
Each of the goals identified in this section have a set of annual objectives to be met by AMHE so that the
Association may achieve desired outcomes within the three-year timeframe. It may also be necessary
for the designated committee and/or the AMHE executive director to develop a more detailed annual
work plan so the Association may meet each of the set annual objectives.
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A.

Infrastructure

Goal 1: Put in place the organizational and administrative infrastructure needed to sustain the
Association for the long term.
Pre-Start Objectives
1.0.1 Strategic working committee and central executive committee approve
6/30/2016
strategic plan
1.0.2 Central executive committee presents strategic plan to membership at
7/31/2016
convention
1.0.3 At annual convention: 1) present name change, 2) present mission statement 7/31/2016
revision, 3) present proposed organizational chart, 4) hold discussion on
organization and functions of chapters, and 5) poll membership regarding
best schedule for the mini-congress going forward
1.0.4 The central executive committee establishes the modus operandi for the
12/31/2016
AMHE in Haiti and its relationship to the AMHE in the United States, including
guidance and oversight for: 1) funding, 2) staffing, and 3) projects
1.0.5 Central executive committee develops an action plan for implementing
12/31/2016
approved strategic plan
Year 1 Objectives
1.1.1 CEC secures external legal review of bylaws especially regarding integration
3/31/2017
of limitations of liabilities, conflict of interest policy, and whistleblower policy
1.1.2 Communicate with AMHE members and interested parties with weekly e3/31/2017
newsletter
and Ongoing
1.1.3 Hold mini-congress to setup strategic plan implementation and subsequently 6/30/2017
to assess, review, and improve state of Association
1.1.4 Complete annual external financial audit on previous fiscal year
6/30/2017
1.1.5 At annual convention present and adopt any additional structural changes
9/30/2017
proposed that resulted from strategic plan implementation
1.1.6 CEC presents proposed annual budget to membership at annual convention
9/30/2017
1.1.7 Board of trustees adopt changes to bylaws based on proposal of bylaws
12/31/2017
committee: new Association name, revised mission statement, new operating
procedures for chapters, membership policies, and any changes
recommended through legal review; integrate appropriate changes to reflect
recommendations from 2015 mini-congress
1.1.8 Establish and implement executive director yearly performance review and
12/31/2017
evaluation based on measurable objectives
1.1.9 Executive director and president complete IRS 990to retain 501c3 status
12/31/2017
1.1.10 CEC or its designee reviews, revises, and develops a written document on
12/31/2017
Association financial policies
1.1.11 President, executive director, and strategic working group review and assess
12/31/2017
year one of the strategic plan and adjust objectives for year two as needed
Year 2 Objectives
1.2.1 Communicate with AMHE members and interested parties with weekly eOngoing
newsletter
1.2.2 Hold mini-congress to assess, review, and improve state of Association
6/30/2018
1.2.3 Complete annual external financial audit on previous fiscal year
6/30/2018
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1.2.4

CEC creates, approves, and presents at annual convention the annual
operating budget for the following fiscal year
1.2.5 Executive director and president complete IRS 990 and any required state
filings to maintain nonprofit and 501c3 status
1.2.6 President completes annual performance review with executive director
1.2.7 Executive director completes performance review with any AMHE staff
1.2.8 President, executive director, and strategic working group review and assess
year two of the strategic plan and adjust objectives for year three as needed
Year 3 Objectives
1.3.1 Communicate with AMHE members and interested parties with weekly enewsletter
1.3.2 Hold mini-congress to assess, review, and improve state of Association
1.3.3 Complete annual external financial audit on previous fiscal year
1.3.4 CEC creates, approves, and presents at annual convention the annual
operating budget for the following fiscal year
1.3.5 Executive director and president complete IRS 990 and any required state
filings to maintain nonprofit and 501c3 status
1.3.6 President completes annual performance review with executive director
1.3.7 Executive director completes performance review with any AMHE staff
1.3.8 President, executive director, and strategic working group review and assess
year three of the strategic plan and determine process for adding a fourth
year or creating a new strategic plan

9/30/2018
12/31/2018
12/31/2018
12/31/2018
12/31/2018

Ongoing
6/30/2019
6/30/2019
9/30/2019
12/31/2019
12/31/2019
12/31/2019
12/31/2019
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B.

Membership

Goal 2: Grow AMHE membership to include more individual members and representatives of more
medical sectors.
Year 1 Objectives
2.1.1 Central executive committee revisits/revises membership policies, including
3/31/2017
the complex structure defined in the bylaws, dues structure, member benefits,
and payment policies for dues; incorporate recommendations from 2015 minicongress and survey
2.1.2 Establish recruiting committee to: 1) complete analysis of current
6/30/2017
membership, 2) develop and implement membership plan that identifies
specific target groups and individuals, 3) builds on existing members and their
professional networks, and 4) includes a communications schedule,
networking opportunities, and messaging
2.1.3 Membership plan to expand membership is completed; includes outreach to
9/30/2017
graduates of non-Haitian medical schools, medical students, and mid-level
health professionals, including nurses, nurse practitioners, physician
assistants, and other medical paraprofessionals such as optometrists,
chiropractors, podiatrists, etc.; recruiting committee begins implementation of
membership plan with support from the executive director
2.1.4 Expand membership from 100 to 120, with new members including medical
12/31/2017
residents, fellows, and students and representatives of non-physician medical
professions
Year 2 Objectives
2.2.1 Continue to implement membership plan
Ongoing
2.2.2 Expand membership from 125 to 160, with new members including medical
12/31/2018
residents, fellows, and students and representatives of non-physician medical
professions
Year 3 Objectives
2.3.1 Continue to implement membership plan
Ongoing
2.3.2 Expand membership from 125 to 160, with new members including medical
12/31/2019
residents, fellows, and students and representatives of non-physician medical
professions
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C.

Revenue Growth

Goal 3: Establish policies and practices that enable AMHE to generate year-over-year revenue
growth sufficient for sustaining and expanding the organization.
Year 1 Objectives
3.1.1 AMHE Foundation: 1) builds donor relationships, 2) identifies and recruits
3/31/2017
individual donors, 3) conducts fundraising planning, and 4) develops and
implements related activities
3.1.2 AMHE Foundation, with the AMHE finance committee and strategic working
6/30/2017
group, develops a three-year plan to meet revenue objectives; includes
specific dollar objectives each year for membership dues, convention income,
individual donations, corporate donations, and government funding; plans for
analyzing and expanding convention income, centralizing donations, and
securing corporate support
3.1.3 AMHE Foundation, with executive director support, executes plan
12/31/2017
3.1.4 First year fundraising consists of implementing the objectives and actions set
12/30/2017
in the fundraising plan, the membership committee securing membership
dues more consistently, the AMHE maintaining income from convention, and
the AMHE Foundation securing individual and business donations and/or
convention sponsorships
Year 2 Objectives
3.2.1 Implementation of fundraising plan
Ongoing
3.2.2 President and executive director establish a three-year plan to secure grant
3/31/2018
funding in alignment with the AMHE mission and programs to include research
and planning on possible foundation and government funders based on
professional knowledge of funding environment and rules of funders; grants
and contracts under the purview of the president and executive director
3.2.3 Fundraising committee reviews three-year grants plan and integrates with
6/30/2018
annual fundraising plan
3.2.4 Applications for funding submitted by executive director as appropriate based 12/31/2018
on plan and consistent with the AMHE mission and programs
Year 3 Objectives
3.3.1 Implementation of fundraising and grants plan
Ongoing
3.3.2 Applications for funding submitted by executive director as appropriate based Ongoing
on plan and consistent with the AMHE mission and programs
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D.

Professional Advancement

Goal 4: Promote professional advancement and scientific knowledge of health professionals of
Haitian origin, while developing strong bonds and a sense of comradery.
Year 1 Objectives
4.1.1 Hold convention in Haiti with focus on learning and contributing to health and
9/30/2017
medicine in Haiti
4.1.2 Launch planning for convention 2-3 years out
9/30/2017
4.1.3 Convention and scientific committees present to convention the idea for
9/30/2017
incorporating a research presentation component to the conventions; scientific
committee ensures execution, presenting calls for papers, reviewing and
selecting papers for presentation at convention
4.1.4 Designated chapter sets its meeting schedule and processes before leaving
9/30/2017
current year’s convention; coordinate with established permanent committee
of the convention
4.1.4 Establish and execute marketing plan for publicizing the annual convention in
Ongoing
the medical community including outreach to medical professionals within and
outside of the Haitian community
Year 2 Objectives
4.2.1 Officers of the board and central executive committee develop and provide
Ongoing
leads to the executive director for conference grants; executive director leads
applications for grants and sponsorships, as feasible, with assistance as needed
from members
4.2.2 Hold convention in United States or Canada with focus on state of the
9/30/2018
profession, medical research topics, and recruiting more young physicians into
AMHE
4.2.3 Launch planning for convention 2-3 years out
9/30/2018
4.2.4 Designated chapter sets its meeting schedule and processes before leaving
9/30/2018
current year’s convention; coordinate with established permanent committee
of the convention
4.2.5 Establish and execute marketing plan for publicizing the annual convention in
Ongoing
the medical community including outreach to medical professionals within and
outside of the Haitian community
Year 3 Objectives
4.3.1 Officers of the board and CEC develop and provide leads to the executive
Ongoing
director for conference grants; executive director leads applications for grants
and sponsorships, as feasible, with assistance as needed from members
4.3.2 Hold convention in Caribbean with focus on networking, socializing, and
9/30/2019
learning about medicine in a new country
4.3.3 Launch planning for convention 2-3 years out
9/30/2019
4.3.4 Local planning committee set its meeting schedule and processes before
9/30/2019
leaving current year’s convention; coordinate with established permanent
committee of the convention
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E.

External Relationships

Goal 5: Expand external relationships with Haiti and other institutions.
Year 1 Objectives
5.1.1 Continue to encourage members to maintain contacts with the schools of
medicine, the schools of dentistry, other medical associations and the entire
medical community in Haiti and abroad for the purpose of assisting them
5.1.2 Maintain existing partnerships with AMH in Haiti, Haitian Resource and
Development Foundation, Haitian American Nurses Association, Haitian
Medical Education, AMHE Foundation United States, and AMHE Foundation
Haiti
5.1.3 Pursue partnerships with other entities with compatible missions currently in
Haiti; secure formal agreements with 2 that will help forward the mission of
the AMHE
Year 2 Objectives
5.2.1 Complete AMHE registration in Haiti
5.2.2 Establish a work plan for the AMHE Haiti
5.2.3 Continue to encourage members to maintain contacts with the schools of
medicine, the schools of dentistry, other medical associations and the entire
medical community in Haiti and abroad for the purpose of assisting them
5.2.4 Maintain existing partnerships with AMH in Haiti, Haitian Resource and
Development Foundation, Haitian American Nurses Association, Haitian
Medical Education, AMHE Foundation United States, and AMHE Foundation
Haiti
5.2.5 Pursue partnerships with other entities with compatible missions currently in
Haiti; secure formal agreements with 2 more that will help forward the
mission of the AMHE
Year 3 Objectives
5.3.1 Establish AMHE office on the ground in Haiti
5.3.2 Execute work plan for the AMHE Haiti
5.3.3 Continue to encourage members to maintain contacts with the schools of
medicine, the schools of dentistry, other medical associations and the entire
medical community in Haiti and abroad for the purpose of assisting them
5.3.4 Maintain existing partnerships with AMH in Haiti, Haitian Resource and
Development Foundation, Haitian American Nurses Association, Haitian
Medical Education, AMHE Foundation United States, and AMHE Foundation
Haiti
5.3.5 Pursue partnerships with other entities with compatible missions currently in
Haiti; secure formal agreements with 2 more that will help forward the
mission of the AMHE

Ongoing

Ongoing

12/31/2017

3/31/2018
3/31/2018
Ongoing

Ongoing

12/31/2018

3/31/2019
12/31/2019
Ongoing

Ongoing

12/31/2019
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F.

Programs

Goal 6: Define and implement key programs aligned with the AMHE vision and mission.
Year 1 Objectives
6.1.1 Ongoing implementation of the AMHE existing and evolving programs: Haiti
Ongoing
Medical Relief Missions, Cafeteria des Etudiants, Resident/Student Mentorship
Program, GRAHN/AMHE Milot Clinic, Haitian Resource and Development
Foundation Maternal and Infant Care Project in Aquin (Haiti), and
AMHE/Abellard Health Clinic in Leogane (Haiti)
6.1.2 AMHE board and central executive committee define 2-3 key programs, in
9/30/2017
accordance with the AMHE mission and vision, for AMHE to pursue; board of
trustees and central executive committee vote on these and add them to this
strategic plan; programs already under consideration include Chicago Haiti
Health Consortium (United States and Haiti), Education and Training for
Emergency/Disaster Preparedness, AMHE Telemedicine and Distant Medical
Education (Haiti), Student Scholarship Fund (United States), and Haitian
American Medical Political Action Committee (United States)
6.1.3 Develop program plan for program A
12/31/2017
6.1.4 Pursue funding for program A
12/31/2017
6.1.5 Complete annual evaluation of the AMHE existing and evolving programs: Haiti 12/31/2017
Medical Relief Missions, Cafeteria des Etudiants, Resident/Student Mentorship
Program, GRAHN/AMHE Milot Clinic, Haitian Resource and Development
Foundation Maternal and Infant Care Project in Aquin (Haiti), and
AMHE/Abellard Health Clinic in Leogane (Haiti)
Year 2 Objectives
6.2.1 Ongoing implementation of the AMHE existing and evolving programs: Haiti
Ongoing
Medical Relief Missions, Cafeteria des Etudiants, Resident/Student Mentorship
Program, GRAHN/AMHE Milot Clinic, Haitian Resource and Development
Foundation Maternal and Infant Care Project in Aquin (Haiti), and
AMHE/Abellard Health Clinic in Leogane (Haiti)
6.2.2 Implement program and manage ongoing activities of program A with funding Ongoing
provided
6.2.3 Develop program plan for program B
12/31/2018
6.2.4 Pursue funding for program B
12/31/2018
6.2.5 Complete annual evaluation of the AMHE existing and evolving programs: Haiti 12/31/2018
Medical Relief Missions, Cafeteria des Etudiants, Resident/Student Mentorship
Program, GRAHN/AMHE Milot Clinic, Haitian Resource and Development
Foundation Maternal and Infant Care Project in Aquin (Haiti), AMHE/Abellard
Health Clinic in Leogane (Haiti), and program A
Year 3 Objectives
6.3.1 Ongoing implementation of the AMHE existing and evolving programs: Haiti
Ongoing
Medical Relief Missions, Cafeteria des Etudiants, Resident/Student Mentorship
Program, GRAHN/AMHE Milot Clinic, Haitian Resource and Development
Foundation Maternal and Infant Care Project in Aquin (Haiti), and
AMHE/Abellard Health Clinic in Leogane (Haiti)
6.3.2 Implement program B with finding provided
Ongoing
6.3.3 Develop program plan for program C
12/31/2019
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6.3.4 Pursue funding for program C
12/31/2019
6.3.5 Manage ongoing activities for programs A and B
Ongoing
6.3.6 Complete annual evaluation of the AMHE existing and evolving programs: Haiti 12/31/2019
Medical Relief Missions, Cafeteria des Etudiants, Resident/Student Mentorship
Program, GRAHN/AMHE Milot Clinic, Haitian Resource and Development
Foundation Maternal and Infant Care Project in Aquin (Haiti), AMHE/Abellard
Health Clinic in Leogane (Haiti), and programs A and B
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Appendix A: Proposed Organizational Chart
ASSOCIATION DES MÉDECINS HAITIENS Á L'ÉTRANGER
Board of Advisors
(formerly Board of Trustees)
AMHE Foundation
United States

Board of Directors (formerly
Central Executive Committee)
Association President

New York Chapter - 1972
Executive Director
Washington/Baltimore
Chapter - 1973
Staff
Chicago Chapter - 1973

AMHE Foundation
Haiti

AMHE Programs and Projects
1) Haiti Medical Relief Missions
2) Cafeteria des Etudiants
3) Resident/Student Mentorship
4) GRAHN/AMHE Pilot Clinic
5) HRDF Maternal and Infant
Care in Aquin
6) AMHE/Abellard Clinic in
Leogane

St. Louis Chapter - 1973

Montreal Chapter - 1974

New Jersey Chapter - 1988

Membership
1) Active member (pays dues)
2) Associate member (pays dues)
3) Affiliate member (does not pay dues)
4) Honorary member (does not pay dues)

Florida Chapter - 1989

Louisiana Chapter - 2014
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